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The Wild 3 
The Wild 3 is a 5 reel slot game with Wild 3 Feature, Lock ‘n’ Load Respins Feature, Rob the Rich Feature, 

Free Games Feature, and Missions to boost your winnings. During regular play, the goal is to achieve a 

winning combination of symbols on any of the 10 lines. Payouts depend on the number of coins played 

and the winning combination of symbols achieved. The theoretical average return to player (RTP) is 

95.535% for Level 0 Superbet, 96.038% for Level 1 Superbet, and 96.787% for Level 2 Superbet. 

FEATURE RULES 

WILD 3 FEATURE 

WILD Racoon Feature 

 If WILD RACOON appears anywhere on reel 3, it may randomly replace non-WILD symbols on 
the reels with WILD RACOON symbols 

 If 2 BONUS symbols initially appear on the reels and either/both are subsequently replaced by 
WILD RACOON, applicable SCATTER win is still paid and FREE GAME FEATURE is still triggered 

 WILD RACOON Feature cannot be retriggered during WILD RACOON Feature 

Wild Coyote Feature 

 If WILD COYOTE appears anywhere on reel 3, all CACTUS symbols (PURPLE CACTUS, GREEN 
CACTUS, TALL CACTUS) appearing on screen turn to WILD COYOTE symbols 

Wild Bull Feature 

 If WILD BULL appears anywhere on reel 3, all wins in which one or more WILDS substitute are 
randomly multiplied by 2, 3, 5 or 10 

 Multiplier is awarded irrespective of the type of WILD(S) substituting in the win 

 All wins in which one or more WILDS substitute are multiplied by the same random multiplier 
value 

 Multiplier is applied to all relevant wins once only, after any WILD RACOON and WILD COYOTE 
Features have completed 

 

 WILD 3 Features can occur simultaneously on the same spin 

 If WILD COYOTE and WILD RACOON Features are triggered simultaneously on the same spin, 
WILD COYOTE Feature is initiated first 

 If multiple instances of the same WILD symbol appear on reel 3 during FREE GAME FEATURE, the 
respective WILD 3 FEATURE is implemented once only per spin 

 All wins are paid once only after all WILD 3 Features have completed 

 FREE GAME FEATURE can be triggered during any WILD 3 Feature (or any combination thereof) 



LOCK n’ LOAD RESPINS 
 Triggered when BONUS appears on reels 2 and 4 without any WILD symbols appearing on reel 3  

 Reels 2 and 4 are HELD and reel 3 is RE-SPUN up to 3 times  

 If at least one WILD symbol appears on reel 3 after a RE-SPIN, any remaining RE-SPINS are 
voided and FREE GAME FEATURE is triggered 

 LOCK 'N' LOAD RE-SPINS end after completion of the 3rd RE-SPIN, regardless of whether FREE 
GAME FEATURE is triggered 

 WILD 3 Features cannot be triggered during LOCK 'N' LOAD RE-SPINS 

 Wins are not awarded during LOCK 'N' LOAD RE-SPINS 

 Bonus reels are in play during LOCK 'N' LOAD RE-SPINS 

MISSIONS 

 When playing the game for the first time, a random SET of 3 MISSIONS is generated  

 MISSION SETS are generated randomly for each available coin value and SUPERBET™ Level 

 3 of the following MISSIONS will be assigned in each MISSION SET:  
o BIG WIN: Get a win >= 25x the total bet on a single spin  
o FREE GAMES: Trigger the FREE GAME FEATURE with any combination of WILD symbols  
o LOCK 'N' LOAD: Trigger LOCK 'N' LOAD RE-SPINS  
o WILD 3: Trigger at least one WILD 3 FEATURE with any combination of WILD symbols 

(excluding LOCK 'N' LOAD RE-SPINS) OR land a new HELD WILD symbol on reel 3 during 
FREE GAME FEATURE  

o HIGH 5 OF A KIND: Get a 5 of a kind VULTURE, BANK or SAFE win on any spin (excluding 
5 of a kind WILD)  

o LOW 5 OF A KIND: Get a 5 of a kind GOLD, MONEY BAG, DYNAMITE, PURPLE CACTUS, 
GREEN CACTUS or TALL CACTUS win on any spin (excluding 5 of a kind WILD)  

o SPIN 100: Accrue 100 reel spins  
o WIN 20: Accrue 20 winning spins 

 Progress/completion of MISSIONS can occur during FREE GAME FEATURE unless otherwise 
stated 

 Progress against the active MISSION SET is restricted to the currently selected coin value and 
SUPERBET™ Level 

 MISSION progress at the currently selected coin value and SUPERBET™ Level is retained if coin 
value and/or SUPERBET™ Level is changed 

 Active MISSION SET (and associated progress) can be accessed via the ‘STAR BOARD’ over reel 5 

ROB THE RICH FEATURE 
o ROB THE RICH FEATURE is triggered whenever a MISSION SET is completed 
o ROB THE RICH FEATURE is played after all other FEATURES have completed 
o ROB THE RICH FEATURE is played at the coin value and SUPERBET™ Level of the game that 

completed the MISSION SET 
o At the commencement of the FEATURE, 15 MONEYBAGS appear onscreen  
o 3 PICKS are awarded initially 
o EACH MONEYBAG may reveal a CREDIT PRIZE, a MYSTERY SYMBOL or ‘+2 PICKS’ 
o Revealed CREDIT PRIZES correspond to multiples of the Total Bet 
o If MYSTERY SYMBOL is revealed, a random CREDIT PRIZE between 5x and 100x the Total Bet is 

awarded 
o Revealing "+2 PICKS" awards an additional 2 PICKS in the current ROB THE RICH FEATURE 



o ROB THE RICH FEATURE completes when all PICKS have been made 
o Total win for the FEATURE is the sum of all revealed CREDIT PRIZES / MYSTERY SYMBOLS 

multiplied by the Total Bet 
o ROB THE RICH FEATURE cannot be retriggered 
o ROB THE RICH FEATURE wins are added to payline, SCATTER and FREE GAME wins 
o A new MISSION SET is automatically generated for the active coin value and SUPERBET™ Level at 

the beginning of the next Bought Game 

FREE GAMES 

 5 FREE GAMES are awarded when 2 BONUS symbols and at least one WILD symbol appear on 
the same reel spin  

 WILD symbol(s) appearing on reel 3 are HELD for the duration of the FREE GAME FEATURE  

 During FREE GAMES, any WILD symbol appearing on reel 3 in a position without an existing 
HELD WILD will be HELD for the remainder of the FREE GAMES 

 RACOON and COYOTE WILDS that appear on reel 3 as a result of RACOON and COYOTE WILD 
Features are not HELD during FREE GAMES 

 HELD WILD(S) supersede all symbols appearing beneath them on the reels 

 1 EXTRA FREE GAME is awarded for each new WILD symbol that becomes HELD on reel 3  

 Additionally, 1 EXTRA FREE GAME is awarded for each BONUS symbol that appears during the 
FREE GAME FEATURE 

 FREE GAME FEATURE cannot be retriggered during FREE GAME FEATURE 

 FREE GAME FEATURE is played at the lines, coin value and SUPERBET™ Level of the trigger game 

 FREE GAME FEATURE wins are added to payline and SCATTER wins 

 Bonus reels are in play during FREE GAME FEATURE 

SUPERBET 
SUPERBET™ is an ADDITIONAL WAGER that can be adjusted with the control beside the Reels to provide 

the following enhancements: 

 Level 2 – 20 coins total bet (WILD RACOON, WILD COYOTE and WILD BULL appear on reel 3) 

 Level 1 – 15 coins total bet (WILD RACOON and WILD COYOTE appear on reel 3) 

 Level 0 – 10 coins total bet (WILD RACOON appears on reel 3 only) 

GAME RULES 
 

 10 lines are played at all SUPERBET™ Levels  

 Payouts are made according to the Paytable 

 Payline and SCATTER wins are multiplied by the coin value  

 SCATTER wins are added to payline wins  

 Highest win only on each payline  

 In the case that 4 WILDS appear on a payline consecutively from left to right followed by a 
PURPLE CACTUS, GREEN CACTUS or TALL CACTUS, the relevant 4 of a kind combination is 
awarded as the highest win 

 Wins on different paylines are added  

 All wins on specified paylines only except SCATTERS 



 All wins begin with leftmost reel and pay left to right on consecutive reels except SCATTERS 
which pay any

 BONUS appears on reels 2 and 4 only

 WILD RACOON appears on reel 3 only

 WILD COYOTE appears on reel 3 only if SUPERBET™ Level 1 or 2 has been selected only

 If WILD RACOON and/or WILD COYOTE land on reel 3, they may subsequently appear on all 
other reels as a result of their respective WILD 3 FEATURES

 WILD BULL appears on reel 3 only if SUPERBET™ Level 2 has been selected only

 WILD RACOON, WILD COYOTE and WILD BULL substitute for all symbols except each other and 
SCATTERS

 The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface.
 Any game in progress for more than 24 hours will be cancelled, and the corresponding bet will 

be refunded.
 Malfunction voids all pays and plays

How to Play 
1: Choose your BET per line 

2: SPIN 

MAIN GAME SCREEN BUTTONS: 

AUTOPLAY:  

Select the AUTOPLAY icon and set the number of 

spins. When more than zero AUTOPLAYs is selected 

the SPIN button will display the AUTOPLAY icon 

which can be clicked to start 

STOP SPIN:  

If AUTOPLAY is not active STOP SPIN will stop 

the reels from spinning as soon as possible 

SPIN: 

Spins the reels 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Menu PAGE BUTTONS: 
 

 
Settings: Accesses the SETTING page for EFFECTS QUALITY and SPIN BUTTON POSITION 

 

 

STOP AUTOPLAY: 

Once auto play begins the SPIN button turns into a 

STOP AUTOPLAY . 

CONTINUE:  

During free games, this button when appears 

allow players to skip to the next free game. 

Bet Up:  

Adjusts the BET. The UP (+) buttons adjust the BET 

up  

Bet Down:  

Adjusts the BET. The Down (-) buttons adjust the 

BET down 

Menu:  

Accesses the SETTING page for EFFECTS QUALITY, SPIN 

BUTTON POSITION, BET and AUTOPLAY options 

HOME ( ) is accessible via this option which will 

access the casino menu 

 

 

 



Bet:  Accesses Bet settings which allows adjustment of the TOTAL BET 

 

 
Autoplay:  Allows automatic consecutive normal game plays. Select the amount of Autoplay Spins. 

The available autoplays are 0, 10, 25, 50, and 100 

 

 
Info:  Accesses pay awards for winning symbol combinations. Also contains the rules for the game. 

 

 
Sounds: Activates MUTE if clicked during a SPIN. 

Activates SOUNDS if sounds are not loaded at game launch or if MUTE is active 

Accesses volume controls and sound options if clicked when sound is active and reels are not spinning 

 

Keyboard Shortcuts:  

Space bar: Pressing the Space bar or Enter Key will initiate Spin. 

 

The game displays all your details in the following display fields:  

Balance: Displays your total balance  

Total Bet:  The total wager staked.  

Win (displayed in message bar):  Displays the amount won in the spin  


